
New Mailing List Website Offers Hot Sales
Prospects to the Canada Market and is Owned
by A Disabled Veteran

Red Hot Sales Lead for Canada

Canada Business -New Customers Today

Canadian marketing is about to get a

huge boost in power and possibilities

thanks to a new lead mailing list services

now available in Canada.

LAS VEGAS, NV, USA, May 19, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sprint Data

Solutions Worldwide Marketing

recently announced that effective

immediately they are expanding their

operations into Canada. They will

provide a brand new, expertly complied

Canada business mailing list service to

make it easier for Canadian businesses

to reach customers and for foreign

businesses to crack into the Canadian

market if they wish. 

These new Canada business mailing

lists can be tailored specifically for the

needs of an individual or business and

include Canada Donor Lists, Canada

Consumer Mailing Lists, Canada Email

Lists, and much more. This allows

different businesses to build and

access exactly the lists that work for

them and their target markets. 

The Sprint Data Solutions Difference 

Based in Nevada, Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing has developed years of experience

over the years. Initially, they began with compiling direct mailing lists for clients, gradually

evolving their focus into the digital world. Today, they offer business email lists and other similar

services. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.canadamailinglist.com/donor-mailing-list/


Canada Investors - Donors - Sales Leads

The team at Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing has more than 50 years of

combined experience in all aspects of

business marketing. And Sprint Data

Solutions is a disabled veteran owned

company, and giving them business provides

even more support to those who deserve it.

Now, offering Canada business mailing list

services, Sprint Data Solutions allows

individuals and companies who have an

interest in growing their strength in the

Canada markets to do just that, using the

most accurate lists available. Whether it’s a business to business mailing list, a Canada consumer

mailing list, email lists, or something else, Sprint Data Solutions offers new resources and tools

to increase engagement and create more meaningful business interactions. 

Sprint Data Solutions offers a number of business mailing list services including the following.

Artificial Intelligence Mailing Lists

Managing large groups of data isn’t always easy to do, and identifying particular patterns and

information makes it harder to get the information that leads to successful marketing efforts.

But Sprint Data uses AI to review large groups of data and create Canada business marketing

mailing lists that give businesses the best results and ROI possible. 

Donor Mailing lists

When searching for a donor that will actually be interested in offering money, individuals and

organizations need to know who has a history of donating. Sprint Data Solutions complies

information to provide donor lists that are made up of those with a history of interest in

donating to causes related to specific areas. 

Text Messaging Lists & Business Fax Lists

In a day and age when almost everyone has a phone near them that they use regularly, text

messaging marketing is incredibly effective and is becoming as popular as email marketing.

Sprint Data Solutions can connect clients with numbers that will translate to conversions, not

just dead end leads via SMS. 

Telemarketing Lists 

Making a personal connection can be important as well, and few things are as effective at

reaching leads on a personal level as a phone call. But with robocalls and scams being so

prevalent, it’s not easy to get through or to even know who to try to contact. Sprint Data



Solutions offers Canada business marketing lists including telemarketing lists that make it easier

to call with confidence and see results. 

Canada Email Lists

Email marketing has become one of the most common marketing tools out there, and modern

Email inboxes are much more important than physical ones in many cases. Those digital inboxes

are also flooded on a daily basis with messages. That’s why businesses have to be able to reach

clients and leads that will actually click to open their messages. 

Digital marketing also allows for the compiling of metrics and data that can then be analyzed

and used to create a truly accurate mailing list. This means that Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing can gather data and use it to create lists that work for businesses. The information

and metrics they use can be applied to create lists that actually get results. Businesses can set

their demographic parameters and get lists that work better for their specific needs. 

Consumer Postal Mailing Lists

Reaching customers is important, and the days for physical postal mailing aren’t over. Today, it’s

still possible to connect with potential leads through the mail and getting results. However, it’s

vital to do so the right way. Direct mail requires a solid list of leads that will be open and

receptive to mailings and who will also be interested in what a business offers. This means that

demographics and engagement metrics have to be considered carefully. Businesses need to

reach exactly the right group of leads in order to maximize their ROI. Sprint Data solution will

deliver carefully curated Canada consumer postal mailing lists that clients can expect to get

results from. 

Business Postal Mailing Lists

Business to business connections are important for many companies, and they’re also an

incredibly unique and specific type of transaction. It’s important to be able to reach accurate

business lists and to target marketing services accordingly. Accuracy and relevance are

absolutely vital, and Sprint Data Solutions provides only lists that offer relevant candidates with

the most potential possible to Canadian companies. This allows for business to business

marketing to take place and deliver real results and improved Return on Investment. All files

have hundreds of lifestyle selections available and all our files are completely CASTLE

complainant for Canada.

Mailing Lists & Sale Leads for The Future 

Businesses often struggle with reaching the right leads and customers, and marketing efforts

can often be difficult. However, Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing is now offering tools

and resources that can make it easier for businesses. They promise to deliver the best, most

accurate lists available and to improve marketing ROI on behalf of their clients. Contacting them

and speaking to their team is easy and offers the chance to support a Disabled Veteran Owned

Company as well as to increase the capabilities of one’s own marketing efforts. To learn more

about how the business can help, visit their website today.
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